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Highfield Recourses recently acquired two potash projects, 
including a former operating mine, located ~300km west of 
the century-old (ICL Fertilizer-owned) Suria Mine in Spain. 
This transaction could potentially catapult Highfield up the ‘development 
curve’ from a potash explorer to a developer.  

Project Status Potential Pathway to JORC Resource† 

Navarra* – B-Zone Previously mined Review production history  

Navarra* – D- and F-Zone Historic resource As above, pending results of 3 drill holes 

Aragon** - Javier 9 historic holes Review/re-sample historic exploration data 
(2 drill holes may be required) Aragon**- Pintano 7 historic holes 

†From consultant’s advice; *Aka Sierra del Perdon;**Aka Javier and Pintano; Source: Highfield Resources 

Exploration licences have been granted for its tenements and 
potential exists to generate a JORC resource with no drilling. We 
believe the timing to deliver this is between 2-4 months (if drilling is 
required this may extend to 6-12 months). The Ebro potash producing basin 
in northern Spain contains the Navarra and Aragon potash projects. The 
projects comprise a total of six awarded tenements and cover around 
430km2. The project is located near water, roads, power, towns and gas 
infrastructure.  

At Navarra, four zones were mined between 1972 and 1997, 
producing 200,000tpa of potash in its later years before closing 
when prices were US$110/t. The remaining two zones (D and F) at Navarra 
(previously called Sierra del Perdon) are unmined and underexplored, with 
significant resource potential. The area has been mined before, including 
production of potash from both sylvite and carnalite resources.  

Aragon (located ~60km from Navarra) is an advanced 
exploration project that has over 16 drilled holes. Data exists to 
fast track this project to a JORC resource on completion of a review of 
historical data. The project comprises two sub-basins called Javier and 
Pintano. Drill hole results indicate two extensive, shallow beds of 
significant potash mineralisation (sylvinite) at 500-700m depth. 
Preliminary resource mapping by consultants suggests that potash 
members may extend up to 7.0m in thickness at economic grades.  

Historic geological and production records de-risk this project 
and increase our confidence that these prospects can be mined. 
Of the main targets identified, the Pintano Prospect (south-east basin) is 
the most exciting given the shallower depths, broader mineralised 
intersections and the uncommon presence of carnalite in this basin. Its 
shallow depth and proximity to infrastructure may result in minimal — 
possibly the lowest in its peer group — capital costs to develop this project.  

Recommendation — SPECULATIVE BUY 
We initiate coverage with a SPECULATIVE BUY. Few potash 
explorers and developers have the opportunity to generate JORC 
resources within the timeframe identified by Highfield and its specialist 
potash consultants. Catalysts for the next 12 months include:  

 Data review potentially to deliver JORC resources — 2H12 

 Prepare budget & programmes — 4Q12   
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Price (A$) 0.3 

Target Price (A$) N/A 

Ticker HFR AU 

Market cap (A$m) 28.65 

Estimated cash (A$m) 2.9 

Attr resource (M K2O) 150 

EV/Resource (US$/K20) 0.22 

Shares in issue  

Basic (m) 76 

52-week  

High (A$) 0.30 

Low (A$) 0.10 

3m-avg daily vol (000) 41 

3m-avg daily val (A$000) 16 

Top shareholders (%)  

Derek Carter 5.8 

Pedro Rodriguez 5.8 

Jason Peterson 4.3 

Broadway Resources 3.1 

Mark Arundell 3.0 

Total 22.0 

Management  

Derek Carter NE CHR 

Anthony Hall MD 

Pedro Rodriguez ED 

Jonathan Murray NED 

Scott Funston NED 

Share Price Performance (p) 

 

Source: FactSet 
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Valuation and Investment Case 

Valuation 
Few, if any, potash explorers and developers can generate a JORC resource 
within the timeframe identified by Highfield and its specialist potash 
consultants. With an EV of A$26m (or A$50m fully diluted), Highfield may 
soon be re-rated to a valuation similar to its peers — the average EV for 
exploration companies is US$89m — but we believe Highfield should be 
priced at a premium given its location and previous operating history.  

Investment Case 
Technical due diligence key findings — A specialist Canadian-based potash 
geological and mining engineering firm, Northern RIM (NR), has completed 
its technical due diligence and reported numerous key findings. From this 
review Highfield has identified four distinct potential production prospects: 
1) Sierra del Perdon — old mine; 2) Sierra del Perdon — Zones D & F; 3) 
Javier sub-basin; and 4) Pintano sub-basin. Development options to move 
these prospects into production will be assessed over 2013; we are 
optimistic the results will deliver near- and long-term value. 

Highfield’s advantages relative to its peers — A significant portion of the 
delivered potash cost is transport and Highfield could deliver potash to 
various markets up to US$80/t cheaper than its rivals. Margins could further 
benefit from the sale of halite (salt) to European markets (ie, for roads 
during the winter); Iberpotash sold 1.2Mt last year for ~US80/t. The 
downturn in Spain’s economy has increased its government’s willingness to 
embrace mining projects, and this is complemented by support from locals 
keen for jobs. Other advantages we consider are the lower wages relative 
to Canada, the existing infrastructure in place and, most importantly, the 
existence of the former mine will greatly de-risk the permitting process. No 
previous production issues were identified during its mining history; this 
increases our confidence in the technical simplicity of the project.  

Navarra (Sierra del Perdon) — NR has identified the potential to deliver 
inferred JORC resources based on detailed analysis and a review of historic 
production data from Zone-B — with no drilling required! While a scoping 
study can then be undertaken, further drilling and seismic is required to 
delineate a higher level measured or indicated JORC resource to enable the 
preparation of a BFS. From our review, we believe the project will drive 
value though the quick delivery of a resource. Navarra may also have a 
quick development path as we believe management may consider solution 
mining given its relative structural complexity, carnalite mineralisation, 
sylvinite seam depth and the potential presence of aquifers.  

Aragon — While the Navarra development is highly feasible, we believe the 
Aragon asset is more robust as the Pintano area was identified through the 
re-modelling analysis as potentially being the most prospective area. Only 
further drilling, seismic and development studies will confirm this. Like 
Navarra, Aragon has the potential to deliver JORC resources extremely 
quickly — boosting share value — although the development to production 
may be slower than Navarra. With historic drill core, assays and seismic 
lines, plus the original core available for re-sampling, and with all data 
digitised (Datamine), NR believes JORC resources can be delivered after re-
interpretation and reviewing of this data.  

Dilution ahead — Highfield will issue 100m performance shares to be 
converted to ordinary shares upon successful completion of two project-
related milestones (50m per milestone): 50m for a JORC resource (150Mt @ 
13% K2O or 40Mt @ 20% K2O) and 50m issued upon receipt of approvals for 
construction and operation of a 500,000tpa potash mine.  

We believe Highfield should be 
priced at a premium 

Highfield could deliver potash to 
various markets up to US$80/t 
cheaper than its rivals 

Spain — Project Locations 

Source: Highfield Resources 
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